A model for spatiotemporal frequency responses in the X cell pathway of the cat's retina.
A linear model is described for the cat eye's signal-processing pathway, from the visual stimulus at the cornea, to cones, to X-type ganglion cells. The model contains elements representing the eye's optics, phototransduction, gain control, spatiotemporal processing by cell layers, and pure delay. Centre-surround antagonism in the model arises through the presence of a centre element producing a small spatial spread of signals, and an antagonistic element producing a larger spread. Two arrangements were tried, feedforward and feedback, in which the antagonistic element's output was subtracted from the centre element's output, and input, respectively. The model was fitted to empirical spatial and temporal frequency responses collected by Frishman et al. (1987), and accounted qualitatively for these data in the feedback, but not the feedforward, arrangement. The model's centre pathway comprises a cascade of low-pass spatial filters, as does the surround pathway. As a consequence, the spatial frequency responses for these two pathways closely approximate Gaussian functions of spatial frequency, and the spatial frequency response of the complete model at low temporal frequency closely matches that of the difference of Gaussians model.